Battery Belt

GE-PB 36/18 Li
Item No.: 3408310
Ident No.: 21010
Bar Code: 4006825659580
By letting you carry the battery directly on your body, the Einhell GE-PB 36/18 Li battery belt reduces the effective weight of the Einhell cordless tool.
Robust in design, the battery belt features a padded hip belt for optimum comfort, making it less tiring to work with cordless tools. This multifunction
member of the Power X-Change family is suitable for 36 V and 18 V tools, whereby the second battery pocket is easy to remove when 18 V operation
is sufficient. A welcome aid during complex jobs in tight spaces is the additional cable hook: Fastening the cables to the practical hook could not be
easier. Thanks to the large buckle, opening the belt is simple and takes only an instant.

Features & Benefits
- Member of the Power X-Change family
- Multifunctional – for 36 V appliances and 18 V appliances
- Carrying the battery on your body reduces the weight
- Padded hip belt for optimum comfort
- Large buckle for easy opening and closing
- An additional cable hook is practical for hanging up the cable
- For 18 V mode simply remove the second battery pocket

Technical Data
- Quantity of battery holder
- Length of adapter cable
- Length of hip belt

2 Pieces
150 cm
150 cm

Logistic Data
- Gross weight (kg)
- Dimensions single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight of export carton
- Dimensions export carton
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)

2
304 x 104 x 296 mm
6 Pieces
12.8 kg
610 x 327 x 330 mm
2490 | 5538 | 6000

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved
GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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